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Figure 8. Anchor ax. Tupinamba, lower Amazon, seventeenth century 
(?). Length 79.5 cm. British Museum, Ethno, Am1949, 22, 178 
(Oldman collection).

when a group of Aztecs and Tlaxcaltecs was brought to 
Spain by Cortés (Hampe, 1927; Cline, 1969)7.

The earliest Portuguese images of Indians – the 
“Adoration of the Magi” of 1501-1506 attributed to 
Francisco Henriques (?-1518) and an anonymous scene 
of hell of 1510-1520 (Levenson, 2009, p. 190-191) – may 
serve as a reminder of the fact that not all the images 
(and texts) produced during the early modern age as a 
result of the European encounter with cultural diversity 
were intentionally ‘ethnographic’, even though we may 
be looking at them today as sources for a historical 
ethnography. Both pictures do not really show Indians, but 
an African and the devil, respectively, wearing and carrying 
Indian artifacts. American imagery is here used to signify the 
inclusion of the inhabitants of the islands in the west in their 
recognition of the Savior, or as the very embodiment of the 
Antichrist. An identification of the figure in the “Adoration” 
wearing a ‘coroa radial’ as the representation of an Itipi-
Tupinamba (José Alberto Seabra Carvalho in Levenson, 
2009, p. 191) is therefore misleading.

By contrast, the two drawings attributed to Burgkmair, 
while also not based on the observation of real-life persons, 
are by intention ethnographic in their attempt to create 
‘types’ depicting cultural difference on the basis of weapons, 
clothing, and ornaments. The following argument intends 
to show that the people represented in these images were 
not American Indians but ‘People of Calicut’.

Dürer’s interest in the unusual is illustrated by the 
enthusiastic descriptions contained in the diary he kept on his 
trip to the Low Countries in 1520 not only of the Mexican 
treasures, but also of a big fish bone and the bones of the 
Antwerp giant, and by his acquisition of exotic animals and 
artifacts. In addition to parrots, Chinese porcelain, and an 
old Turkish whip, he acquired a “Calecutish wooden shield”, 
“several feathers, Calecutish things”, “2 Calecutish ivory salt 

cellars”, “Calecutish cloths, one of them of silk”, and a “small 
Calecutish target, made of a fishskin, and two gloves for their 
fighting” (Rupprich, 1956, p. 152, 156, 165, 166), some of 
them from his Portuguese friend Rodrigo Fernandez d’Almada.

While the shields and cloths were probably Asian 
and the salt cellars Afro-Portuguese, the feathers could 
have come from Brazil. The term ‘Calecutish’ applied to 
all of them is derived from the old designation ‘Calicut’ for 
the present Kozhikode in the Indian federal state of Kerala, 
the city in which Vasco da Gama had landed in 1498, thus 

7 Although the Weiditz drawings have received praise by anthropologists and historians for their accuracy (e.g., Sturtevant, 1976, or Massing 
in Levenson, 1991), some of their ethnographic details, such as the feather kilts noted above, seem out of place and may be another 
early example of what Sturtevant (1988) has called the ‘Tupinambisation’ of the North (and Middle) American Indians, i.e., the use of 
Tupinamba feather ornaments to stereotype other indigenous peoples of the New World.
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Figure 9. Albrecht Altdorfer, “The people of Calicut”, design for “The 
triumph of Maximilian I”, folio 107 (right side). Miniature painting 
on vellum, 1513-1515. Albertina, Wien (after Honour, 1975, p. 19).

opening the direct trade with India. Although Amerigo 
Vespucci had claimed that the lands found in the west were 
indeed a new world, rather than merely some islands in 
the vicinity of India, the matter was not finally settled until 
the circumnavigation of the globe undertaken by Fernão 
de Magalhães at the very moment when Dürer was in the 
Low Countries (Dos Santos Lopes, 1994). 

European cosmographers were still divided on the 
relevance and meaning of Vespucci’s claims. As recently as 
1512 the humanist Johannes Cochlaeus (1479-1552), an 
acquaintance of Dürer, had stated that irrespective of whether 
the discovery of a New World was the truth or merely 
a lie, it had nothing to do with cosmography or historical 
knowledge: “For the people and places of these lands are 
as yet to us unknown and unnamed, thither there are also 
no navigations, except under many dangers: thus they are 
of no concern for the geographers” (Cochlaeus, 1512, fol. F 
verso-F ii recto). Others were better inclined than Cochlaeus 
to give more trust to the experiences of the modern travelers 
than to the authority of the classics, but the evidence was still 
inconclusive. Even after the map published in 1507 by Martin 
Waldseemüller, which shows an almost unbroken continental 
mass called ‘America’ stretching from Newfoundland to 
southern South America, other maps confined the ‘Mundus 
Novus’ to the southern hemisphere while connecting 
Newfoundland to Siberia and leaving a wide passage from 
the Spanish Indies to Japan and further to India, where some 
of the places named by Columbus on the Central American 
coast were placed (Levenson, 1991, p. 232-243).

Whether or not Dürer was Burgkmair’s source for 
the Mexican objects depicted in one of his drawings, both 
men were part of a group of German artists who between 
1513 and 1516 had included depictions of Brazilian objects 
in representations relating to ‘Calicut’.

In 1512 Emperor Maximilian I dictated to his secretary 
the description of a triumphal procession in his own honor, 
which was to be executed as a series of woodcuts by 
prominent artists. At the very end of this train as Maximilian 
had imagined it, was to appear a group of ‘Calicutish people’: 

Also after this there should be a man from Calicut 
on horseback carrying a signboard with a rhyme and 
wearing a laurel wreath... (One rank with shields and 
swords. One rank with spears. Two ranks with English 
bows and arrows. All are naked in the Indian manner 
or alla morescha). Behind this should be walking the 
Calicutish people. All of them should also be wearing 
the laurel wreath (Applebaum, 1964, p. 18-19).

Based on this text a series of now lost drawings was 
made by the Tyrolian artist Jörg Kölderer (ca. 1465-1540), 
which in turn served as a guideline for 109 miniature paintings 
executed between 1513 and 1515 in the workshop of 
Albrecht Altdorfer, with the ‘Calicutish people’ occupying 
folio 107 executed by Altdorfer himself: four rows of five men 
each, some of them bearded, dressed in non-specific feather 
garments (crowns, skirts, knee-bands) as well as sandals, and 
armed with round shields, swords (one of them ending in 
an oval disk), lances, bows (more resembling Turkish than 
English longbows), and a quiver that does not appear to be 
American. The leader’s horse is likewise decorated with 
feather ornaments (Figure 9; Winzinger, 1972-1973, v. 1, 
p. 57, v. 2, p. 21, 57; Honour, 1975, p. 18-19; Sturtevant, 
1976, p. 420-422; Colin, 1988, p. 333).
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Figure 10. Hans Burgkmair (attributed), “The King of Gutzin,” woodcut, 1508. Städtische Kunstsammlungen Augsburg, G12125 (after 
Osterwold and Pollig, 1987, p. 312-313).

These miniatures provided the model for 139 
woodcuts, about half of them based on now lost drawings 
made by Hans Burgkmair between 1516 and 1518, including 
the folios 129 to 131 showing the ‘people of Calicut’. Folio 
129, depicting the vanguard of the Calicutish division, follows 
the miniature painting in broad outline, but has the leader 
wearing a turban and sitting astride an elephant accompanied 
by a drummer, whereas the rank and file are wearing 
loincloths and laurel wreaths instead of feather garments 
and are partly armed with bows and arrows instead of the 
shields and swords. Two of the unusual (and unlikely) swords 
with oval ends are also shown; they as well as the loincloths 
and spear featured on folio 130 are clearly derived from a 
woodcut showing the ‘King of Gutzin’ (Cuchin, today: Kochi) 
living “[40] miles beyond Calicut”, which Burgkmair had 
produced in 1508 as an illustration for a preprint of the report 
describing the voyage to India undertaken in 1505-1506 at the 
request of the Welsers, a prominent merchant-banker family 
from Augsburg, by the Tyrolian merchant Balthasar Springer 
(after 1450 to ca. 1509-1511) (Figure 10; Leitch, 2009).

It may be significant that in 1507 Maximilian I had 
made a payment to his Tyrolian court artist Jörg Kölderer 
for various services, including paintings on paper of “12 
Calicutish manikins” (Winzinger, 1972-1973, v. 2, p. 19). It 
is likely that these were drawings done after sketches or 
verbal descriptions supplied by Springer, who had recently 
returned home from India. It may be assumed that Kölderer 

included at least elements of these images in the sketches 
on which Altdorfer’s miniature 107 was based. Burgkmair, 
when working on the “King of Gutzin”, may also have 
had access to these drawings or to the visual and verbal 
sources that had already been used by Kölderer. In the full 
publication of Springer’s report in 1509, which included 
inferior illustrations by Wolf Traut based on Burgkmair’s 
work, the dubious round-ended swords, for which no 
material evidence seems to exist, are described as being 
“partly pointed and partly having a round end” (Springer, 
1509, fol. D ii verso). It thus may be assumed that in this 
case the drawings were based on the verbal description 
rather than on actual artifacts or drawings after nature.

Folios 130 and 131 of the “Triumph” (Figures 11 and 
12) are additions to the sequence as designed by Altdorfer 
(or Kölderer) and are exclusively Burgkmair’s work. The 
majority of the figures (except for two Brazilian women among 
them and the ears of corn they are carrying) populating folio 
131 as well as the ethnographic details can be traced to the 
representations of Africans made by Burgkmair for Springer. 
But folio 130 prominently includes images of indubitably 
American artifacts, among them Brazilian radial feather crowns 
(some of them combined with feather bonnets), feather skirts 
and knee bands, and several Tupinamba wooden clubs. The 
feather skirts are quite different than the ones shown in the 
two later drawings attributed to Burgkmair (Figures 5 and 7), 
but are much more detailed than those used in previously 
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Figure 11. Hans Burgkmair, “The people of Calicut”, from “The 
Triumph of Maximilian I”, fol. 130. Woodcuts, 1518, after drawings 
ca. 1516-1517 (after Applebaum, 1964).

Figure 12. Hans Burgkmair, “The people of Calicut”, from “The 
Triumph of Maximilian I”, fol. 131. Woodcuts, 1518, after drawings 
ca. 1516-1517 (after Applebaum, 1964).

Figure 13. Wooden club. Tupinamba, before 1652. Length 133 cm. 
Staatliche Ethnographische Sammlungen Sachsen, Museum für 
Völkerkunde Dresden, 285 (Carl Mildner collection).

printed illustrations (Figure 15) and show a range of variant 
decorations. No such skirts have survived as actual objects, 
but Burgkmair’s representations of them are so convincing 
that we may assume they were based on specimens now 
lost. The same is true of the radial crowns, feather bonnets, 
and knee bands except that there is no independent evidence 
that radial crown and bonnet were worn together. Additional 
proof for Burgkmair’s reliability is supplied by his depiction of 
the clubs, which have feather ornaments below the center 
of the shaft and terminate in oval blades. Although the 
majority of the eleven Tupinamba clubs today in existence 
have round, platter-shaped ends and many of them have lost 
their feather decoration, a club donated in 1652 by a man 
named Carl Mildner to the collection of the Elector of Saxony 
(Figure 13) provides proof that the shape drawn by Burgkmair 
actually existed (Meyer and Uhle, 1885, pl. 10, figure 6).

For the feather skirts and crowns there is, however, 
yet another visual document dating from 1515: a rather 
coarse woodcut illustration by Jörg Breu (ca. 1475-1537) 
for the German edition of the itinerary by Lodovico di 
Varthema (1515, fol. p recto) of his voyage to India and 
the adjacent islands (Figure 14; Colin, 1988, p. 191). This 
image, which is embedded into a passage of text dealing 
with Sumatra without being clearly related to it, displays 
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Figure 14. Jörg Breu, untitled woodcut in Lodovico de Varthema, 
“Die Ritterlich und lobwirdig rayß”. Augsburg, 1515, fol. p recto.

Figure 15. “Dise figur anzaigt... ”. Woodcut broadside illustrating the discoveries of Amerigo Vespucci. Augsburg, 1505 (after Colin, 1988, 
p. 392, figure 5).

a mixture of Oriental features (such as a turban) and 
Brazilian featherwork. While the skirts and crowns are 
very similar to the ones shown by Burgkmair (and only 
less detailed), the neck, arm, and leg ornaments were 
derived from the often reproduced Augsburg broadside 
of 1505 reporting on Vespucci’s discoveries (Figure 15). 
Colin (1988, p. 186-187, figure 5) has called this image 
“one of the earliest representations of South American 
Indians with some ethnographic precision” (also Sturtevant, 
1976, p. 420, figure 2; Levenson, 1991, p. 516), but 
it is clearly neither based upon direct observation by 
the artist, nor upon the study of actual artifacts and 
appears to rely exclusively on second-hand information.
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Figure 16. Untitled hand-colored woodcut (“Nobleman of Calicut”), 
undated [ca. 1505-1520]. Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Preussischer 
Kulturbesitz, Kupferstichkabinett, 90-1962 (after Osterwold and 
Pollig, 1987, p. 304).

Another derivative from the 1505 print is an 
anonymous and undated woodcut (Figure 16) discovered in 
Berlin (Osterwold and Pollig, 1987, p. 304), which is more 
detailed but not necessarily more precise in its representation 
of the featherwork. The bearded man appears to be wearing 
a feather cape (also shown in Breu’s woodcut), and both 
the skirt and the headdress do not match what we think we 
know about Brazilian featherwork. The bow is much too 
small to be useful; the quiver resembles the one shown in 
Altdorfer’s miniature painting and may even have provided 
Altdorfer with a model or have been based on the same 
source. Although the print bears no title, a Dutch watercolor 
copy made between 1577 and 1579 identifies the man 
shown as a “Nobleman of Calicut” (Egmond and Mason, 
2000, p. 324, 344, figure 5). When the question is raised 
whether this figure “should be regarded as a representative 
of the East or West Indies” (Egmond and Mason, 2000, p. 
325), the obvious answer is that Calicut was then thought 
to be a place which could be reached by sailing either to 
the east or to the west.

An especially striking and unusual feature of this 
anonymous woodcut is the long staff, completely covered 
with feathers, held by the man. There is no presently 
known iconographic model from which it could have been 
copied. But it bears a remote resemblance to the staff with 
a cylindrical ornament surmounted by three feathers at its 
upper end shown on the woodcut by Breu.

This staff takes us back to Dürer and the only known 
work in which he himself made use of American material. One 
of his marginal drawings in the “Prayer book of Maximilian 
I” (Figure 17), executed in 1515, shows a young man with 
European features dressed in feather clothing, standing 
on an upturned ladle, and holding in his left hand a round 
shield and his right hand a long staff whose cylindrical top is 
likewise made of feathers. Together with an Oriental man 
leading a camel on the following page, this figure illustrates 
the first verse of Psalm 34 (“The Earth is the Lord’s, and its 
plenty, and all who inhabit it”), thus explicitly including the 
dwellers at the newly found (Calicuttan) margins of the Earth.

While the ladle is probably European and may 
symbolize the Earth and its plenty, the shield appears to be 
Asian (perhaps Turkish), although Sturtevant (1976, p. 423) 
and Massing (in Levenson, 1991, p. 516) believed its design 
could have reflected an Indian model. The shield’s small 
size indicates that it must have been made for use by an 
equestrian soldier, which excludes its use by an indigenous 
American warrior. The sandals are also not of American 
origin and rather unspecific, although Sturtevant (1976, p. 423) 
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Figure 17. Albrecht Dürer. Marginal drawing in the “Prayer book of 
Maximilian I”, fol. 41 recto. Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, München 
(after Levenson, 1991, p. 514).

8 The Munduruku feather scepters adduced for comparative purposes by Sturtevant (1976, p. 423, 447) measure only a third of the length 
and were made in a completely different technique.

points out their possible relationship to those shown in 
Altdorfer’s miniatures of the “Triumph” (which in turn may 
be based upon Burgkmair’s image of a Hottentot [Khoikhoi] 
couple for Springer) (Leitch, 2009, p. 150, figure 17).

The featherwork, however, is obviously based on the 
study of the same or similar originals also represented in 
the works of Burgkmair, Breu, and perhaps also Altdorfer. 
The feather skirt shows technical details not represented 
in other images, such as the use of a thread to connect 
the feathers near their distal end (Ribeiro, 1957, p. 64-65, 
figures 1 and 4). The feather bonnet is shown much more 
clearly than in Burgkmair’s woodcuts and resembles the 
type illustrated in Joachim du Viert’s engraving “Sauvages 
amenez en France pour estre instruits dans la Religion 
Catholique, qui furent baptisez a Paris en l’eglise de St. Paul 
le XVII juillet 1613” (Hamy, 1908, pl. 1) and fits Soares de 
Sousa’s description: “usam também entre si umas carapuças 
de pennas amarellas e vermelhas, que põem na cabeça, 
que lh’a cobre até as orelhas” (quoted by Métraux, 1928, 
p. 130). The upper arm ornaments are barely visible, but 
follow the tradition of the 1505 broadside and Altdorfer’s 
miniatures; the necklace is likewise reminiscent of the 
1505 woodcut, but is shown in greater detail and is more 
convincing, despite the fact that no similar type of collar 
is shown by Ribeiro (1957, p. 90-91; but see Dorta and 
Cury, 2001, p. 49, 87, 137).

For the staff, which is often referred to as a scepter 
(although much too long for such as purpose), no comparative 
evidence is available8. But Dürer’s representation is so 
meticulous that it permits the identification of the technique 
as the one also found on Tupinamba clubs and axes (Figures 
11-13). Quite obviously it is the same artifact as seen on Breu’s 
woodcut (Figure 14) and which, with a little goodwill, may 
also be recognized in the background of the “Christ with 
Crown of Thorns” on Altdorfer’s “Sebastianaltar”, which 
he painted between 1509 and 1515 (Winzinger, 1975, 

p. 78-80). Although not otherwise documented in the 
ethnographic record, it is something that actually existed, and 
not a misrepresentation of a Tupinamba club as suggested 
by Massing (in Levenson, 1991, p. 516).

The works of Dürer, Burgkmair, Altdorfer, and Breu 
from the period of ca. 1512 to 1515 reflect in an appropriate 
manner the notion then current of the ‘People of Calicut’ 
who could be reached from Europe both in an eastward 
and westward direction, and of their marginal position in 
the European worldview. The iconography of the ‘People 
of Calicut’ was fertilized by the access to objects from the 
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east coast of Brazil, which at this point of time had obviously 
been brought from Portugal to southern Germany and to 
which the artist had direct and/or indirect access. The claim 
that these objects were connected to the Tupinambas 
taken to France in 1505 (Honour, 1975, p. 13) cannot be 
substantiated, whereas the trade relationships at that time 
between Augsburg and Nuremberg, respectively, and 
Portugal are well documented.

Konrad Peutinger (1465-1547), for example, the 
humanist cosmographer based in Augsburg and probably 
Burgkmair’s major mentor as far geography and ethnography 
was concerned (Leitch, 2009), owned a collection, which 
according to an inventory included “18 pieces of Indian 
featherwork”. Together with the majority of sixteenth-century 
featherwork these items did not survive and according to a 
later note in the inventory were already “all ruined” by the 
end of the century (Künast, 2001, p. 12; and H.-J. Künast, 
personal communication, 2013). Like Peutinger, Raymund 
Fugger (1489-1535) of Fugger trading house in Augsburg was 
in constant touch with Portuguese correspondents, and his 
collection may also have to have included Brazilian artifacts 
among his “other curiosities” which seemed less important that 
the more valuable antiquities, coins, and European works of 
art, and were therefore not described in detail (Busch, 1973, 
p. 85). Dürer’s friend, the Nuremberg humanist Willibald 
Pirckheimer, also owned a substantial and varied collection, 
but it is not known whether it also featured Brazilian material 
(Busch, 1973, p. 278-279). For artists in southern Germany 
like Dürer, Burgkmair, Altdorfer, or Breu it was therefore rather 
unproblematic to get access to objects collected in Brazil and 
to include their images in their works.

It is more questionable to what an extent these 
works may be regarded as ‘ethnographic’. Stephanie Leitch 
(2009) has recently argued that Burgkmair’s work was “the 
beginning of ethnography in print”, and the argument may 
well be appropriate for his 1508 illustrations of Balthasar 
Springer’s travel account. This work consisted of a seven and 
half feet long frieze made up of at least eight and possibly 
as many as thirteen woodcuts (Leitch, 2009, p. 136, 155, 

note 16), which mapped the peoples encountered by 
Springer on the coasts of Africa and Asia in a manner that 
invites comparison and the recognition of difference. Despite 
the fact that probably only a few copies were printed (no 
complete set has survived), Burgkmair’s prints became 
an influential model for later illustrators, largely thanks to 
the inferior copies subsequently published with Springer’s 
complete travel book. The two drawings (Figures 5 and 7) 
attributed to Burgkmair are, however, the only indication that 
he may have further pursued the visual approach to cultural 
diversity pioneered in 1508 by integrating material that had 
become available more recently.

Breu’s woodcut (Figure 14) may equally be regarded 
as ethnographic, although the comparative approach is 
less obvious, because the other illustrations scattered 
throughout Varthema’s book are mostly narrative and 
visualize events rather than generalize about people. But at 
least implicitly it draws an image of the ‘People of Calicut’, 
dressed in what only from a present-day point of view may 
be regarded as a strange mixture of Brazilian and Asian 
items or as “one of the rare cases of misplaced American 
Indians in the sixteenth century” (Colin, 1988, p. 191).

Dürer’s drawing (Figure 17) obviously also depicts a 
man from Calicut and not a Tupinamba, and its intention was 
more religious than ethnographic. Even five years later, in 
the diary of his travels in the Low Countries, he expresses 
his hope that “all non-believers, Turks, heathen, Calacuttans” 
would be converted to Christianity (Rupprich, 1956, p. 171).

In the “Triumph of Maximilian” (Figures 11 and 12) 
the ‘People of Calicut’ made their appearance at the 
special request of the emperor who wanted to glory 
himself in the spurious claim that these strangers at the 
end of the known world had been subjected by his family. 
Burgkmair’s expansion of the original design from one to 
three pages clearly shows his ethnographic interest and 
(as in the case of Dürer) his penchant for accuracy in 
representing details of material culture.

Contrary to widely published assumptions, none 
of the images here discussed are representations of 
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Tupinambas, but of the ‘People of Calicut’. As such they 
testify to early sixteenth-century beliefs in the identity of 
populations of the East and West Indies. Beyond that, 
however, they are unique documents preserving a valuable 
visual record of Tupinamba artifacts, which could never have 
been described in such precious detail by contemporary 
observers and which have not been preserved until today 
in museum collections.
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